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1 Overview

The liberalization of the electricity markets has allowed for a significant increase in the number of providers

and the options consumers have over their tariff plans. In Germany alone, there are 1,400 providers

registered in 2015 (Bundesnetzagentur, 2015). While these developments give consumers an important

role in the marketplace and provide additional options, again in Germany about 40% of the consumers

have never switched their electricity providers, despite of an increasing trend (Bundesnetzagentur, 2017).

The evidence shows consumers misoptimize or stay passive in distinct decision environments, even though

the information is readily available. For example, consumers choose expensive branded drugs over the

cheaper generic safe ones (Bronnenberg et al., 2015), stick to their current health insurance plan (Heiss

et al., 2016), or a cell phone plan based on their past consumption (Grubb and Osborne, 2015). Choosing

the right electricity tariff based on one’s past consumption is no exception (e.g., Dressler and Weiergraeber,

2018; Hortasçu et al., 2017), a significant number of consumers remain apparently passive (Altmann et al.,

2018).

While in most of these situations consumers leave money on the table by not actively choosing an

option from a set of alternatives, costs associated with searching and switching are an important factor

that keep them inactive. Hence, passive decisions are not always an outcome of behavioral biases (i.e.,

status-quo bias (inertia), intertemporal choices, trust, etc.), but consumers might also rationally not

attend the available information as they perceive the associated costs to be substantially high.

We develop an experimental design to study behavioral biases and address these by designing improved

decision environments. Additionally, we investigate how changes in search costs interact with the cognitive

biases.

2 Methods

In the experimental set-up, we capture the default passive decision environment with an unrelated ex-

perimental task. Switching is designed to be an additional part of the experimental set-up enabling

consumers to receive supplementary incentives. While this serves as a baseline treatment in the experi-

ment, we design two additional decision environments to address specific behavioral biases – status-quo

bias and intertemporal choices. Furthermore, we examine switching behavior under varying search cost

conditions. Thus, including the search cost dimension allows us to investigate the interaction between

search costs and behavioral biases.
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Our experimental set-up constitutes a 3x2 between-subjects design for switching behavior (i.e., base-

line, status-quo bias, intertemporal choice) and search costs (i.e., low and high search costs). We will

test our setting in the AIXperiment, the laboratory for economic research at RWTH Aachen University,

using complete randomization and a computerized experiment in February and March 2019. We will

conduct 20 sessions, each with 30 participants and with repeated rounds. Besides, we design a pre- and

post-experimental survey to elicit beliefs on the benefits and costs associated with the switching behavior.

3 Results

First, we analyze in how far the decision environments tailored considering the specific biases might

improve the switching from passive to active choices. Here, we expect the two additional treatments that

address distinct biases to increase the switching rates compared to the baseline condition for switching.

Besides, we hypothesize that the improved decision environments are less effective for the low search cost

condition compared with the condition of high search costs, as passivity can partly be attributed to the

(mis-weighted) search costs.

4 Conclusions

Our design allows us to study the specific behavioral biases in the context of passive consumer choices.

By designing tailored decision environments addressing these biases, we are able to cost-effectively in-

duce consumers to study their choice set and actively decide between alternatives. These findings have

strong policy implications in both mechanism-related and allocational policy design to improve consumer

decisions in markets, where consumers have to choose from a large set of alternatives.
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